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MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT 

DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON STREET 
LIGHTING 

FINAL REPORT 

To the Minister of Transport. 

SIR, 
r. We, the undersigned, were appointed by you in June, 

I934, "to exarnine and report what steps could be taken for 
securing more efficient and uniform street lighting with par
ticular reference to the convenience and safety of traffic and 
with due regard to the requirements of residential and shopping 
areas, and to make recommendations." In September, I935, 
we presented an Interim Report, with the primary intention of 
obviating delay on the <part of local authorities in the pro
vision or improvement of lighting installations, and we now 
have the honour to present our Final Report. 

2. Our Interim Report was divided into two main sections 
dealing respectively with administration and with the technical 
aspects of the lighting of traffic routes, and contained also brief 
reference to certain other questions to whieh our attention had 
been directed. In order that the present Report may be as self
contained as possible we propose first to summarise briefiy the 
contents of the Interim Report, together wijh the tentative 
recommendations made therein. . . 

II.-SUMMARY OF THE INTERIM REPORT. 

(I) ADMINISTRATION. 

3. We stated in the Interim Report that full advantage could 
not be obtained from purely technical recommendations uniess 
due re gard were paid to administration and finance, and we 
accordingly directed attention to certain aspects of these ques
tions in' as far as they concerned the efficiency of street lighting 
in its technical aspeds. We summarised the existing state of the 
law regarding the present lighting powers possessed by IDeal 
authorities in England and Wales and in Sootland, drawing 
particular attention to the fact that, except in Scotland, there 
was no obligation on loeal authorities to provide street lighting. 
We also drew attention to the views expressed in evidence by 
several witnesses to the effect that the responsibility for street 
lighting should be imposed by statute upon loeal authorities 
and that the power to light roads should be confined to larger 
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6 
administrative unitsJhan was at present the ease. We quoted 
various ex amples illustrating the disadvantages of the present 
eonditions and the benefit to be gained by the transfer of lighting 
powers to larger administrative units. We referred also to the 
suggestion made by several representative bodies that the eost of 
street lighting should be met in some degree from national funds 
and to the eorollary that if this view were adopted the Govern
ment Department eoneerned would have to be empowered to 
specify an appropriate standard of lighting on roads to which 
grants should apply. 

4. Our reeommendations on these questions were as follows: 
_" Consideration should be given to the responsibility for . the 
lighting of classified roads (and sueh other roads as may be 
agreed) being confined to large administrative units, with sueh 
exceptions as may be provided for, as in the ca:se of road main
tenanee under Section 32 of the Loeal Government Act, 1929. 
We also feel bound to draw att~ntion to the suggestion that 
grants sh ou Id be provided from national funds (to an extent to 
be determined) towards the cost of lighting so mueh of the 
system of classified roads (as adopted by the Ministry of 
Transport) upon which public lighting may be regarded as 
neeessary and such other roads as the responsible Government 
Department may agree to include for the purpose. " 

5. "We are of opinion, however, that the eost of providing 
lighting in excess of an appropriate standard should be borne 
wholly by the loeal authority. Sueh a standard is not easy 
to define, but the question is de alt with later in this Report. It 
may be mentioned that the total annual eost of providing and 
maintaining such lighting is estimated at from L300 to L400 
per mile . . . . * On the assumption that all classified 
roads in County Boroughs and 20 per cent. of classified roads 
in Counties (whieh is a generous estimate) are lighted to the 
appropriate standard the annual eost would be approximately 
L3! millions." 

6. " Pending any alteration of the present administrative 
system we recommend that authorities contempIating the 
installation of lighting on roads withirt their areas, or the 
improvement of existing installations, should consult with 
adjoining authorities with the object of securing agreement with 
regard to the amount of light and the height and placing of the 
light sources · along roads which are of common interest. " 

* It sh ou Id be noted that this estimate was made in 1935 and referred to 
the st andard of trafiic route Iighting recommended in our Interim R eport. 
In view of the upward trend of costs since that time, the level of lighting 
which we recommend for traffic routes in the present R eport shouId be 
referred to the upper rather than the Iower ftgure . 
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7. As our deliberations since the presentation of the Interim 

Report have been almost entirely confined to the technical 
aspects of street lighting we have nothing further to add to the 
ab ove recommendations, though we would observe that from 
time to time various circumstances have been brought to our 
notice which have confirmed the desirability of action being 
taken on the lines indicated. 

8. We note that since the Interim Report was issued the 
Minister of Transport has been empoweted to light certain roads. 
Section 6 (4) of the Trunk Roads Act, 1936, states that " The 
Minister may, if he considers that any trunk road should be 
illuminated or better illuminated, enter into and carry into 
effect agreements with any authority or person having power 
in that behalf, for the supply of gas, electricity or other me ans 
of illumination and for the provision of such lamps, lamp posts 
and other materials and apparatus as he thinks necessary for 
the purpose aforesaid." 

(2) THE TECHNICAL ASPEcT. 

9. Under this heading we referred to the impossibility of 
deterniining with accuracy the extent to which bad lighting was 
the immediate cause of road accidents and to the difficulty of 
laying down a standard of lighting adequate for the needs of 
traffic. We stated that we were unable to accept the British 
Standard Specification for street lighting in all its details as the 
means of defining the special lighting requirements of traffic 
routes, but that in the absence of any more satisfactory criterion 
the large majority of witnesses had expressed the view than an 
effective installation was one which they associated with a 
generously planned Class F of the British Standard Specifica
tion; we recommended that pending further investigation the 
lighting units on traffic routes' should be at least of the number 
and power of those required for this standard. We made a 
number of further recommendations regarding such questions 
as the mounting height, spacing and siting of sources on traffic 
routes and the utilisation of the available light, and put forward 
a tentative recommendation intended to afford some guidance to 
lighting authorities in the avoidance of undue glare from the 
sources. 

10. We referred to the complexity of the problem of the road 
surface and stated that since the selection of road surfacing 
materials must continueto be governed primarily by considera
tions of economy and the production of durable non-skid sur
faces, lighting authorities could expect no great help in this con
nection, and that the trend of design of lighting installations_ 
must have regard to these circumstances. We added, however, 
that in the selection of surfacing and surface dressing materials 
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8 
consideration should be given as far as practicable to the question 
of lightness of colour as well as to that of reflection 
characteristics. 

(3) OTHER QUESTIONS. 

II. We expressed the view that the Committee concerned with 
street lighting should be advised by an engineer competent to 
deal with the problems which arise; that a whole-time specialist 
should be appointed in the case of the larger or more important 
areas; and that where circumstances did not warrant a whole
time appointment the situation might be met if the engine er to 
the authority had made el special study of street lighting or by 
the appointment of an I officer who had specialised in street 
lighting practice and whose time should be allocated as' far as 
necessary to the planning and maintenance of installations. 

12. We referred also to the influence which auxiliary or ex
traneous lighting might have up on the efficiency of a street 
lighting installation and after mentioning existing powers of 
control exercised by lighting authorities we recommended that 
" definite power to control extraneous lighting, but only in so 
far as it may be seriously detrimental to the street lighting, 
should be given to lighting authorities." . 

13. As a consequence of rep orts made to the Ministry of Trans
port by the Railway Clearing Rouse we made a recommendation 
that lighting authorities contemplating the erection of a new 
street lighting installation or modification or extension of an 
existing installation in the vicinity of a railway line, should notify 
the Railway Company before any work is put in hand with a 
view to making such adjustments (usually of a minor nature) 
as may be necessary in order to avoid possible interference with 
railway signals . . 

14. In concluding this summary of the Interim Report we 
would observe that we re-affirm the conclusions stated in that 
Report except in so far as they may be modified by the recom
mendations of the present Report. 

15. In the Interim Report we gave the following list of 
organisations which had been good enough to submit 
memoranda for our consideration and in the majority of cases 
to send representatives to give oral evidence:-

The Illuminating Engineering Society. 
The Association of Public Lighting Engineers. 
The Automobile Association. 
The ]oint Gas Lighting Committee, representing 

The Institution of Gas Engineers. 
The N ationaI Gas Council of Great Britain and 

Ireland. 
The British Commercial Gas Association. 
The Society of British Gas Industries. 
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The British Eledrical Development Association (Inc.). 
The Incorporated Association of Electric Power Companies . 
. The Inoorporated Municipal Electrical Association. 
The National Illumination Committee of Great Britain. 
The British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers Association. 
The Electric Lamp Manufacturers Association of Great 

Britain, Ltd. 
The Institution of Municipal and County Engineers. 
The Royal Automobile Club. 
The Pedestrians' Association. 
The Metropolitan Boroughs' Standing Joint Committee. 
The Chief Constables' Association. 
The National" Safety First " Association (Inc.) . 
The Commercial Motor Users Association (Inc.) . 
The Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis. 
The Cyclists' Touring Club. 

16. Since issuing our Interim Report we have held 18 meetings 
and have made numerous inspections of lighting installations, 
whilst a Sub-Committee set up to deal with experimental work 
has held ten meetings. The present Report is based on our in., 
spections, on the results of experimental work carried out under 
our direction, and on the supplementary information furnished 
by a number of the above organisations, in many cases in the 
form of comments on the Interim Report. 

III.-CLASSIFICATION OF ROADS. 

17. In our Interim Reporl we observed that the functions of 
street lighting could conveniently be discussed under four 
headings, viz.:-

(a) the convenienee an<~ safety of road users; 
(b) police purposes ; 
(c) the convenienee of residents; and 
(d) special purposes in shopping areas and imporlant 

urban centres , 

and in that Report we dealt mainly with the first of these con
siderations as applied totraffic routes. 

18. It is clear that in the majority of cases street lighting is 
concerned with several of these functions simultaneously. 
Instead, therefore, of attempting to decide up on a standard of 
lighting which should be associated with each of the four con
siderations enumerated above, it would appear more profitable 
to group roads and streets into a limited number of classes and to 
consider the degree of lighting necessary to satisfy the principal 
requirements of each class. 

A4 
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19. Many schemes for the classincation of roads and streets 
according to their lighting requirements have been put f~rw<:trd, 
both in evidence before us and elsewhere. One orgamsatlOn, 
for instance, has suggested six classes, ranging from important 
central thoroughfares to residential roads without . through 
trafik, whilst another has proposed four groups varymg from 
main thoroughfares in towns to footpaths which do not form 
part of vehicular routes. Another view is that by reason of 
the widely differing interpretations which can be placed up on 
such terms as " main traffic route," " residential road," and so 
forth, any classincation which depends upon expressions of this 
kind is of little practical value. Whil$t we recognise the force 
of this contention we are of opinion that any classincation of 
roads based, for example, upon such dennite considerations as 
the maximum or average traffic, might be even more misleading 
in that it would not necessarily take account of local conditions. 

20. In endeavouring to classify roads and streets in a manner 
suitable for the purposes of this Report we have been face d 
with the question of deciding upon the primary purpose of street 
lighting in roads falling within the different groups. Whilst it 
is clear that in the case of a heavily trafficked main road the 
lighting must be designed primarily to meet the traffic conditions 
imposed by mechanically-propelled vehicles and that in quiet 
residential roads the convenience of residents and the require
ments of the police are the major issues, we have to recognise 
that there is a considerable mileage of roads of an intermediate 
character of which many are of growing traffic importance. 
Whatever classincation we adopt, it is clear that determination 
of the group in which any particular road should be place d 
must be made by the lighting authority concerned with due 
re gard to all relevant conditions, and should not be governed 
primarily by the title of the group which may appear appro
priate to the purpose in view. 

2I. The simplest classincation which could be devised is into 
two groups , in the nrst of which would be placed all such roads 
as we denne later as traffic routes, and in the second all other 
roads. The lighting on roads in the nrst group would be such 
as would render the use of headlights unnecessary in all circum
stances, with the possible exception of fog. On roads within 
the second group the level would be materially lower than that 
on traffic routes, and it might be assumed that headlights would 
therefore be in general use, although by reason of the small 
volume and / or low speed of traffic, many drivers , especially 
those faniiliar with the road conditions, would deem their use 
unnecessary. N evertheless , as the lighting could not be relied 
up on as entirely adequate under all conditions, drivers would 
have to recognisethat the onus was on them to use their head
lights as and when circumstances required. 
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22. If a classification of this kind were adopted it would be 
desirable to provide for .two ranges of lighting, with such a defi-

. nite gap between them that drivers- in st~eets within .the hig~er 
category would be in no doubt as to the use of headhghts bemg 
unnecessary. The provision of a continuous range from the 
highest to the lowest, with no clear division at any point, would 
result in certain roads being lighted in such a manner 1;hat 
drivers might be misled as to the adequacy of the lighting, and 
there would therefore be no uniformity of practice in dispensing 
with the use of headlights on traffic routes. It may be urged that 
lighting levels between the upper and lower ranges wouId, gener
ally speaking, be adopted for roads of minor trafik importance. 
on which the density of traffic would be such that the lighting 
might be adequate, although it would be quite unsatisfactory 
for more important roads; nevertheless we regard it as a matter 
of the first importance that drivers should be free from un
certainty as to whether or not the street lighting is intended to 
be entirely adequate for their needs, and we are of opinion that 
this object can best be attained by the classification of roads 
into two broad groups, with a definite gap between the level of 
lighting in each. . . . . 

23. There is some conflict of opinion on other grounds arising 
from a simple classification into two groups. It has been urged 
upon us that the use of headlights in built-up areas is undesir
able in any circumstances-a view with which we have much 
sympathy-and that on all roads requiring street lighting the 
standard should be entirely adequate for the needs of all classes 
of traffic. At the present time, economic considerations clearly 
render the general adoption of such a standard unattainable. 
However, since the level of lighting sufficient to meet the 
requirements of a minor road carrying but little traffic is very 
much lower than that which is necessary on an important 
thoroughfare, we are satisfied that a good residential road type 
of lighting, of somewhat high.er lever than has been customary 
in the past, would render the use of headlights unnecessary on 
a large number of roads within the second group, especially by 
those drivers familiar with the local conditions. 

24. We accordingly conclude that the most practicable classi
fication of roads with re gard to their lighting requirements is 
into two groups with a distinct and easily recognisable differ
ence between the levels of lighting adopted for each. This leads 
us to the following broad classification:-

Group A.-Traffic Routes. 

Roads on which the standard of lighting should provide 
an ample margin of safety for all road users, with out the 
use of headlights by motor vehicles. 

~5267 A 5 
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Group B.-Other Roads. 
All other roads which the responsible authority considers 

should be lighted. 

25. Each of these groups comprises roads of widely different 
charaeteristics and it is clear that no one standard of lighting 
would be entirely satisfaetory for all the roads withiri one 
group. Group B includes by far the greater mileage of roads 
requiring street lighting, and whilst many of them are unlikely 
to become of importance as thoroughfares for vehicular traffic 
there are others which at present have merely local value but 
which may later develop into traffic routes. 

26. In our Interim Report we defined "traffic route" as 
including all those roads which form the main approaches to or 
travers e important centres of population, or pass through de
tached built-up areas, and on which there is appreciable pedes
tri an traffic. It has been represented to us, in particular by a 
number of the organisations mentioned in Paragraph 15 who 
have been good enough to furnish us with their observations on 
the Interim Report, that a more precise definition is desirable 
in that it would facilitate the classification of roads by lighting 
authorities into trafik routes and non-traffic routes. For the 
reason we have mentioned previously, namely the weight to be 
attached to local conditions, a precise definition in terms of 
volume of trafik might prove embarrassing rather than helpful. 
Generally speaking all those roads in built-up areas which are 
included in the Ministry of Transport's system of classification 
mayeventually have to be regarded as traffic routes from the 
lighting point of view, together with such other roads as may 
be considered by the responsible authority to form principal 
arteries of the local highway system. The extent to which roads 
outside built-up areas should be lighted in accordance with our 
recommendations for traffic routes should be determined with 
regard to local conditions of traffic, pedestrian and otherwise. 
We should perhaps mention that we use the expression" built
up area " in this Report in a general sense and not necessarily 
in accordance with any legal or statutory definition. _ ;. 

27. It will be noted that the above definition does not ref~r 
specifically to specially distinetive thoroughfares in large cities 
or elsewhere in which very high standards of lighting are pro
perly demanded. We are of opinion that this type of lighting, 
being concerned largely with faetors other than those of con
venience and safety, does not come within the scope of our 
terms of reference, and we do not propose to deal with it in this 
Report beyond remarking that our recommendations would 
usually be more than satisfied by well-designed installations of 
the type in question. The requirements of shopping areas on 
traffic routes, of which specific mention is made in our terms of . 
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reference, would so far as trafik is concerned be met by installa
tionsdesigned in accordance with our recommendations for the 
lighting of such routes. . 

28. In the following sections we deal with the lighting of each 
of the groups of roads which we have adopted, but we would 
observe at the outset that in applying the views expressed in this 
Report to any particular road its charader and probable 
development must be taken into consideration. 

IV.-THE LIGHTING OF TRAFFIC ROUTES (GROUP A). 

29. In our Interim Report we expressed the view that for 
trafik routes upon which sources of high luminous output were 
in general use the minimum standard of lighting should be that 
which enabled drivers to proceed with safety at 30 m.p.h. with
out the use of headlights, and we made a number of recom
mendations, of which the principal may be summarised as 
follows:-

(i) Mounting Height: of the order of 25 ft. 
(ii) Spacing: generally not greater than 150 f t. 

(iii) Overhang : over the trafiic lanes, i.e. about 6 f t. 
beyond the kerbs. 

(iv) Number and Power of Sources: those associated 
with a generously planned Class F installation of the British 
Standard Specification. 

(v) Distribution of Light: the available light should be 
employed to produce the maximum contrast between the 
brightness of the objeds to be viewed and the background, 
provided the re is no ulldue glare. . 

(vi) Avoidance of GlciF~: li,miting values for the magnifi
cation ratio of the fittings used were suggested tentatively. 

(vii) Siting Of Posts: single-side l:ighting to be avoided 
except at bends. The arrangement of posts was left to in
dividual preference, it being indicated that uniform spacing 
was not necessarily the best. 

30. We deal more fully with each' of these points in the ensu: 
ing paragraphs. 

(I) MOUNTING HEIGHT. 

31. Since the publication of our Interim Report it has been 
represented to us that insistence on a mounting height of 25 ft. 
or thereabouts is undesirable, mainly on economic grounds. We· 
have given the matter further consideration, and having regard 
to the relationship of mounting height to the distribution of light 
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on the road surface, to glare, and to other faetors, we are satis
fied thatwe should adhere to our previous recommendation of a 
mounting height of the order of 25 f t. for general adoption on 
trafik routes. Such a mounting height has the further advantage 
of defining clearly those roads falling within this category. 

32. An aspeet of the question to which our attention has been 
especially direeted concerns the many miles of trafik routes 
throughout the country which are lighted by short post installa
tions and on which improvement of the lighting is necessary. 
The alternative methods of dealing with such installations are 
(a) to replace them entirely with new installations designed in 
accordance with our recommendations (or the lighting of trafik 
routes; or (b) to improve the existing installations, at relatively 
low cost, by fitting to the posts extension pieces carrying lighting 
units of higher power and by providing addition al intermediate 
posts. We have to bear in mind that in course of time many of 
these improved installations would require to be replaced on 
account of traffic requirements. By reason of the cost involved 
the attainment of the required standard might be a lengthy pro
cess, whilst adoption of the second course might result in a 
fairly rapid all-round improvement, though to a lower standard 
than we consider desirable. 

33. In our view it is preferable that unsatisfaetory lighting 
of traffic routes should be replaced by installations designed in 
accordance with our recommendations for traffic route lighting, 
~hough a period of several years may have to elapse before 
complete conversion is possible. Nevertheless in certain casesrt 
may be impraeticable, for financial reasons, to ereet an installa
tion of the full traffic route standard, although some improve
ment of the lighting may be an. immediate necessity. In such 
cases we see no objeetion to the temporary improvement of the 
lighting to the standard we describe elsewhere in this Report for 
roads coming within Group B, although for the reasons set out 
in Paragraph 22 it is undesirable that the lighting should be con
verted to a type intermediate between those we recommend for 
Groups A and B, respeetively. We would add that we deprecate . 
~nditure on the replacement of mstaIlahons mereI because 
m respeet of mounhngn elg t, t eYl er rom our recom 
tiolIS, a:r easti: l1CiT-tim~p1-a: emen mayecome neces
sary on other grounds. 

34. To sum up, we reaffirm our previous recommendation. of 
a mounting height of the order of 25 f t. for general adoptIOn 
for the lighting of traffic routes. We should, llowever, make it 
clear that in respeet of existing installations we do not regard i,t 
as essentiaI that the recommendation as to height should be 
interpreted rigidly; there may be slight differences in visibility : 
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and more especially in the glare which may be produced, with 
mounting heights ranging from, say, 22 ft. to 25 f·t., but we do 
not re gard these differences as being of such consequence as to 
require or justify the replacement of existing installations in 
which the mouIlJting height is of the 10wer dimension but which 
in other respects are in conformity with uur recommendations. 

(2) SPACING. 

35. Inspection of instal1ations, more especially some of those 
erected since the publication of our Interim Rep'Ort, has con
firmed our view that an average spacing of 150ft. should not 
be exceeded on straight roads. In certain circumstances, 
however, as f'Or eX'ample to med requirements of siting at junc
tions and intersections, rit may be necessary f'Or occasional spans 
to be somewhat longer , but in our opinion 180 ft. should be the 
maximum for any one9pan. Whilst it does not appear desirable 
that the average spacing of not more Ithan ISO ft. should be 
varied on account of slight vClIria tions of ,the mounting height, it 
is never.theless advantageous to adopt a doser spacing, e.g. 1,20 
f t., where it is eoono;nically practicable. The reduction of 
spacing neoessary ,at bends is dealt with in Paragraphs 45-47. 

(3) OVERHANG. 

36. n has been stated since the publication of our Interim 
Report that the provision of overhang may cause an undesirable 
reduction of visibility along the kerbs and footways, especially 
when the road is wet, and our inspections have confirmed that 
where the overhang is excessive this is in fact sometimes the 
case. The primary purpose of overhang is to reduce the distance 
between ,the rows of sources on either side of the road and thus 
prevent the centre of ,the carriageway from appearing unduly 
dark, and it is dear, Itherefore, that the amount of overhang 
provided should hear some relation to the width of the carriage
way. We have .observed, for example, that on roads having a 
carria,geway more than, say, 40 ft. wide, kerb mounting tends 
to leave the central palt -of the road comparatively dark, a dis
advantage which islargely overcome by overhanging the sources 
to a sufficient extent. We have thus to recognise that there are 
confiicting requirements, namely th'Ose of the kerbs and of the 
centre of the carriagew:ay. Our observations have established 
that with the types of distribution at present in most common 
use and wi,th sources .of the power generally used on traffic 
routes, the maximum distance between the two rows of sources 
should not exceed about 30 f t. , if a dark centre to the r oad is 
to be avoided; and that the maximum- overhang which can be 
provided without causing the visibility at .the kerbs to suffer 
unduly is about 6 f t. 
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37. With these appl'oximate limiting distances in mind we 
recommend that as :Dar as practicable ,the light sources should 
be mounted 'as follows : -

(a) When the carriageway is not more than 30 f t. wide 
the lamps should be sited ver,tically above the kerb. 9n 
very narrow roads there is no objection to the sources bemg 
mounted behind the kerbs provided that the distance be
tween the two rows does not exceed 30 ft. 

(b) For roads of which the carriageway is between 30 
and 40 f t. in width the lamps should be overhung by an 
amount equal \to one-half the difference between the width 
and 30 f t. , thus maintaining the distance betw~en the two 
rows of sources at 30 f t. . 

(c) On straighrt: roads of which the carriageway is more 
than 40 ft. wide the sources should be mounted at the kerbs 
and additional SOU[1Ces should be placed centrally at in
tervals not e~ceeding 3 spans in length, in order to prevent 
the appeamnce of a dark centre to the carriageway. 
On bends the effect of the auxiliary central sources can of ten 
be obtained by so siting the lighting units that certain of the 
sources are centrally placed with respect to the adjacent 
straight lengths of road. There may be cases in which it is 
impossible to erect suoh centrally placed lamps (though we 
consider this byifar the most satisfactory solution) and in 
such cases an overhang of 6 f t. should be provided. If 
the carriageway width exceeds 50 H. we are of opinion 
that without central lamps in addition to the ,lamps at the 
sides of the road it is impossible Ito achieve sa:tisfactory 
lighting with ,the types of distribution in most common use, 
and thateven if considerable expense is involved arrange
ments should be made for their provision. 

38. As we have stated above, we do not consider that in the 
case of straight roads an overhang of up to 6 f t. is likely to 
produce dangerously dark areas along the kerbsand footways, 
and we therefore do not re gard it as necessary that existing 
installations in which the overhang does not exceed this limit 
should be modified in this respect. 

(4) SITING. 

39. In our Interim Report we stated that the arrangement of 
the lighting sources along the highway appeared to be largely 
a question of individual preference, but we drew aUention to 
some of the disadvantages of central suspension and also recom
mended that single-side lighting should be avoided except at 
bends. 

40. The question of central suspension is obviously bound up 
with the width of the road and with conditions at the sides, e.g. 
the presence of buildings and trees, and possibly also with the 
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distribution of light from the lanterns. In the case of narro~ 
roads fronted by light~cololl:red buildings the cer;ttra~ system IS 

capable of giving good result;;. Fmther examI!1ahon of the 
question, however, has made It clear to us that m the case of 
non-cut-off sources there are inherent disadvantages in ,the 
central suspensiDn system which render it inferior ,to side 
mounting, save in rt:he case mentiont1-d above; these include the 
difficulty of ensuring adequate visibility along the kerbs and foot
ways 'and of rendering junctions sufficiently conspicuous, and 
the formation of an unbroken area of high brightness along 

. the middle 'Of the carriageway which tends t'O invite drivers to 
drive near to the crown 'Of ,the road without paying due con
sideration to conditions at the sides, e.g. ,to pedestrians stepping 
from the kerb and to traffic emerging from side streets. On 
bends :the low kerb and footway visibilitycharacteris.tic 'Of 
central installations is accentuated. When the road is wet the 
disadvantages of the central system bec'Ome even more marked, 
as the bright area along the crown 'Of the road becomes still moOre 
prominent whilst the visibility at the kerbs is often dangerously 
inadequate. We are therefore of opinion that if non-cut-off 
sources are used this type of suspension should be avoided, save 
in special circumstances (see Paragraph 42). Our experience of 
installations in which the cut-off type of distribution is used has 
not as yet been wide enough to enable us to reach definite con
clusions regarding the merits of central suspension in installations 
of this type. We there:Dore do not desire anything we say in this 
paragraph to prejudice the further use of the cut-off type of in
stallation, with either central or combined central and side 
mounting, until such time as experience has shown whether the 
disadvantages we have mentioned ab ove are important also 
when cut-off sources are used: 

4I. With regard to the alternative forms of side mounting, 
Le., the opposite and staggered systems, it is clear that the 
former has advantages in that it involves the use of agreater 
number of sources, which facilitates the production of uniform 
brightness on the backgrounds concerned and provides improved 
visibility when the road is wet; this system is, however, rela
tively expensive, and it is only when particularly high standards 
of lighting are required that the additional cost, as compared 
with that of the staggered arrangement, is justified. 

42. It therefore appears that the staggered arrangement is 
the most suitable for general adoption on straight roads, and 
we are satisfied that it is capable of giving satisfactory results, 
provided that the mounting height, spacing, and overhang are 
in accordance with the recommendations of this Report. There 
are nevertheless cases, such as when-the road is bordered by 
large trees, when it is impracticable to mount the sources 
towards the sides of the road on account of the heavy shadows 
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which would be thrown on the carriageway. In such cases the 
?-dortion of central suspension may be the only solution, but 
if thIS course is adopted special attention should be given to the 
distribution of light from the sources with the object of reducing 
to some-extent the unduly high brightness at the centre of the 
road and increasing relatively that at the sides (see also Para
graph 40). 

43. We have referred in Paragraph 37 (c) to the need of 
providing additional sources along the centre of the road when 
the carriageway width exceeds 40 f t. 

44. We reaffi.rm our previous recommendation that single
side mounting should be avoided, except at bends. 

45. As a result of further investigation of the requirements 
of bends we recommend that single-side mounting should be 
adopted on long curves when the radius of curvature is less 
than about 2,000 f t. It is found in practice that long curves 
of even approximately constant radius are rare ly encountered, 
and that it is impossible to state any simple rule regarding the 
siting at bends in terms of the radius of curvature alone. 

46. Consideration of the problem shows that significant dark 
areas will appear on the road surface if the sources more than 
some 200 feet ahead of the driver appear to him to be widely 
separated-irrespective of their linear distance apart. For any 
given set of conditions, i.e., mounting height, distance, road 
surface, and distribution from the lanterns, the angle subtended 
at the observer by sources appearing to him to be adjacent 
should not exceed a certain value if the production of dark 
areas is to be avoided. It is clearly impossible to state any 
value for this angle which would be of general application, but 
on a moderately smooth surface, with fittings having the types 
of distribution in general use (other than those of the cut-off 
type) and mounted at a height of 25 feet, the angle is about 
6-7 0 when the nearer source is 150 ft. and the further 450 ft. 
from the observer, and about 5 o when the sources are at dis
tances of 200 H. and 500 f t. , respectively; when the sources 
considered are still further distant, i.e., 600-800 ft. from the 
observer, the angle falls to about 1 0 . On a matt surface, or 
if a cut-off distribution is used, the linear spacing of the sources 
becomes of greater relative importance, but the angle in question 
is reduced to about one-half the yalues given above. 

47. The principle outlined above is applicable not merely to 
simple curves but 'bo many cases in which special siting is neces
sary, e.g., on account of forks, staggered junctiöns, and abrupt 
ch anges in direction of a road. The final position of the sources 
is necessarily a compromise between the requirements of traffic 
proceeding in both directions, and it is subject also to the ' 
considerations discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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48. As the guiding principle in all questions of siting is that 

there should be a source in such a position as to produce a 
bright background to any object with which the driver may be 
concerned, it follows that in the case of a.r;t ordinary "T" 
junction, as where a side roa~ enters a .mam roa.d,a s~)Urce 
should invariably be place d m the mam road lmmedlately 
opposite the side road in order that drivers proceeding along 
the latter towards the junction sh all have no difficulty in detect
ing pedestrians crossing the inouth of the side road as well as 
traffic proceeding along the main road. Where two traffic 
routes cross at right angles there should be a söurce on the 
left-hand side of the road just beyond, but not too elose to, the 
intersection, in order that persons or vehieles enttring the cross
ing from one road may be clearly visible to drivers proceeding 
along the other; this involves the use at sueh cross roads of four 
sources, one a short distance along each road from the crossing . 
At roundabouts sources should be so placed that the kerbs are 
clearly defmed to drivers entering the crossing, whilst other 
sources should be so arranged that persons crossing at the end 
of each of the entering roads will also be elearly visible. 

49· n is important to en sure that sources are so sited as to 
indicate elearly by their position as far as possible the course 
of the track ahead, especially when a change of direction is 
involved. This is particularly important at road junctions and 
roundabouts, and at such places sources should be so sited that 
a driver approaching the junction can not only see from some 
distance away that he is approaching a junction but can also 
appreciate the routes through the junction. 

50. Since circumstances vary so greatly it is not possible to 
state precise rules governing siting which shall be applicable 
in all cases. Thus the best position of the first source in a side 
road leaving a-nother road at fight angles can be determined only 
in the light of trafik conditiQns at the junction; the same is true 
with regard to the intersection of a traffic route and a road of 
small traffic importance. In all such cases we recommend thaf 
whilst the siting should be based on the principles enunciated 
and illustrated in the preceding paragraphs, the final positions of 
the sources should be decided only af ter inspection of the site 
by a competent lighting engineer and with due regard to local · 
traffic conditions. . 

(5) . POWER OF LANTERNS. 

51. Since roads of widely differing characteristics are included 
within out definition of traffic routes, it would be wholly im
practicable to recommend any one power of source which 
would be satisfactory for the lighting of all roads in the group, 
and we accordingly consider it desirable to indicate a range of 
outputs from which an appropriate value can be selected for the 
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lighting of any particular type of road. Moreover with , the 
rapid development taking place both in the sources themselves 
and in the means of utilising their output we are reluctanf to 
place elose limits on the amount of light to be used by the de
signers of installations. Since the lamps and lanterns are usually 
the least expensive parts of an installation, and can be replaced 
without difficulty, the chief faetors which must be prescribed 
definitely are the mounting height (25 ft.) and the average 
spacing (not more than 150 ft.) and we consider it desirable that 
our recommendations should be directed primarily to leading 
those responsible for the design and erection of installations to 
provide suitable posts in the most appropriate positions, whilst 
at the sanle time leaving a reasonably wide choice of sources. 

52. For carriageway widths up to about 40 f t. we find that 
in practice with a mounting height o~the order of 25 f t. and 
an average spacing of 150 ft. (diagonal arrangement) , lighting 
of ~e standard we consider neces~ary for traffic routes is barely 
achleved when the sour~s used in the lanterns have an output 
of about 4,500 lumens and that the range.of lighting levels com
monly encountered on traffic routes involves the use of sources of 
which the average output during life varies between this value 
and ab out 15,000 lumens, i.e., there is a range of about 3 to L 

53. The nomenelature ordinarily used for lighting fittings in 
the electrical industry is in terms of either the wattage of the 
lamp used in the fitting or the light output of the lamp in 
lumens, whilst the gas in dus try uses either the consumption of 
gas .in cubic feet per hour or the lower hemispherical candle 
power of the lantern. In order to base ourown proposals on some 
measure common to both we propose to speak in terms of the 
total light output of the lantern in lumens; but since controlled 
distribution of the light emitted by the lanterns is necessary in 
order to obtain the best results, it must not be inferred that 
the lantern which absorbs the least amount of light or that which 
has the largest total light output is necessarily the most effective. 

54. We accordingly recommend that the amount of light to 
be provided per 100 ft. linear of road having a carriageway not 
more than 40 f t. in width should exceed 3,000 lumens and should 
lie between this value and approximately 8,000 lumens. These 
figures relate to the luminous output of the lantern, and refer 
to the average luminous output throughout the life of the source. 
The adual amount of light (within the limits mentioned above) 
to be provided in any particular case should be decided having 
regard to all the .conditions prevailing on the road in question. 
The additional light required for carriageway widths exceeding 
40 f t. should be provided by additional sources placed centrally , 
in accordance with our recommendation in Paragraph 37 (c). 
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(6) DISTRIBUTION. 

55. We accept the view that, except in congested traffic, 
objeets on the road at night are almost always seen in silhouette 
as dark objeets on a bright background and that if other condi
tions, such as glare, remain unchanged visibility will therefore 
be the greater the higher the brightness of the background and 
the lower that of the objeet. Although these two faetors are not 
the only ones involved, it follows that the distribution of light 
from the fittings should be designed primarily to produce as 
uniform and high abackground brightness as possible, subject 
to the avoidance of undue glare, whilst at the same time main
taining as high a contra st as possible between objeets and their 
background. The background includes not merely the carriage
way and footway surfaces, but also other surfaces such as those 
of buildings or fences against which objeets may be seen. 

56. There are, broadly speaking, two principal types of dis
tribution in general use, both of which may be designed to 
comply with the recommendation in Paragraph 63 regarding 
glare; in · one, relatively high intensities are emitted from the 
lantern at angles approaching the horizontal, with the objeet of 
utilising the high refiectivity charaeteristic of most types of 
road surface at large angles of incidence, whilst in the other the 
maximum intensities are direeted at lower angles, of the order 
of 60° to 70°, the intensities nearer the horizontal being reduced, 
in same cases by the provision of a cut-off device. With the 
first type high road brightness is obtained but is necessarily 
accompanied by a certain degree ofglare, where as in the second 
the road brightness is lower but the glare is very much less
with a complete cut-off, indeed, glare from the sources may be 
almost entirely absent. It is not possible at the present time to 
say which is the more satisfaetory type of distribution for general 
adoption, and it may appear as a result of further experience 
that there is no one type which is best in all circumstances, 
bearing in mind the varying conditions encountered in practice, 
more especially in respeet of the nature of the surfaces to be 
lighted. 

57. In Paragraph 35. we make certain recommendations re
garding the spacing of the lighting units; the range given, i.e. 
up to ISO ft., is appropriate to any traffic route installation, irre
spective of the distribution employed, but in praetice it is usually 
found that with a cut-off or similar distribution eloser spacing is 
required as compared with the alternative type , in order that 
the produetion of dark patches on the road may be avoided. 

58. Our recommendation regarding mounting height applies 
equally to both types of distribution. 
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(7) GLARE. 

59. The comments which we made on the subject of glare in 
our Interim R eport have been confirmed by our furtherexam
inatian of the subject. 

60. It must be recognised that glare is always present when 
there is, in the field of view of the observer, any object which 
is considerably brighter than the rerriainder of the field. It 
foIlows, therefore, that same degree of glare is almost unavoid
able in street lighting, but such glare may vary in intensity from 
being almost negligible to the point at which it becomes a serious 
menace to the safety of road users. At one' extreme the light 
from the lanterns, as one looks alan g the street, is so reduced 
in intensity, or the surroundings are so bright, that the street 
lamps in no way obtrude themselves in the field of view and cer
tainly do nothing to distract attention or interfere noticeably 
with ease of vision. At the other extreme, the light from the 
lanterns is so intense compared with the relative darkness of 
the surroundings that the ability of a road user to distinguish 
objects easily and quickly on the road is definitely impaired. 
There is, of course, every intermediate stage between these two 
extremes, and it is important to set a limit, somewhat arbitrary 
as it may appear to be, to the amount of glare which may be 
tolerated, and to encourage any conditions which reduce it as far 
as practicable below this limit. 

61. It has been weIl established that the amount of glare ex
perienced due to a source of light in the field of view increases 
as (i) the intensity of the source increases, (ii) its distance from 
the observer decreases, (iii) it approaches eloser to the direction 
in which the observer is looking, and (iv) the general brightness 
of the field of view decreases. These facts are weIl illustrated in 
the familiar case of glare from a motor-car headlight. Head
lights are glaring on the road at night because (i) they are of 
very high intensity, (ii) they are seen at camparatively elose 
quarters, (iii) they are elose to the line of sight and (iv) they are 
seen against very dark surroundings (by day, the glare from a 
headlight is negligible). 

62. In street lighting much can be done to minimise glare by 
careful attentian to these various factors. The sources, of light 
can be removed as far as possible from the line of sight by 
mounting them sufficiently high. This also deals with the second 
facto r , be cause it ensures that any source which appears at all 
elose to the line of sight will be so far off that its glaring effect 
is much reduced. In the case of trafik routes, Paragraph 34 
makes provision for adequate mounting height. In this connec
tion special attention should be given to the adjustment of the 
main beam from lamps erected .at or near the crests of hills. 
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Factors (i) and (iv) can be dealt with by limiting the candle
power from the fittings in the ditection of the observer's eye and 
at the same time distributing the light over the field of view in 
such a way as to make the surroundings (road, fences, build
ings, etc.) as bright as possible. It is clear that these two factors 
should be dealt with in combination since they are to a certain 
extent mutually compensatory. A limitation of the ratio of the 
maximum (or peak) candle-power to the amount of light sent 
downward from the fitting on to the road can be used for the 
purpose, and in our Interim Report we recommended tenta
tively certain limiting values for a ratio of this kind which we 
defined as " the ratio of the peak candle-power to the average 
of the values in all directions downward from the source and 
lying between 30 o and 45 o from the vertical." 

63. We have had the values of this ratio determined for a 
large number of representative fittings and we have examined 
the results in the light of our knowledge of the effects produced 
by the fittings under practical conditions. In consequence we 
recommend that for fittings mounted at a height of about 25 H. 
and an average spacing not greater than 150 ft. the value of the 
ratio defined above should in no case exceed 6 and should pre
ferably be not greater than 5. These values refer to fittings 
from which the distribution of light is non-axial. If axial dis
tribution of the light is employed, the limit of 5 should not be 
exceeded. 

64. Before leaving the subject of glare we feel it desirable 
to mention that in a street lighting installation the apparent in
tensity of the lighting fittings is no criterion whatever of the 
excellence of the system; in fact it will .be apparent from what 
we have said above that a high intensity is a definite disadvan
tage unIess it is accompanied by a high general brightness of 
the street surface and its immediate surroundings. 

(8) EFFECT OF THE NATURE AND CONDITION OF THE ROAD 
SURFACE. 

65. Practically every type of road surface in general use 
undergoes changes inits optical properties during life as a result 
of wear, and in many cases the changes are so marked that an 
installation designed to produce a good result on asurface which 
had been subjected to a few months' we ar would be much less 
satisfactory in the case of an entirely new surface. With some 
materials there is considerable change in the surface during the 
first few months and thereaHer there is but little change, whilst 
with others there is a gradual alteration which proceeds through
out the life of the surfacing. These changes in optical properties 
are greatest with the rougher types of asphalt and tar macadam 
and with surface dressing, and least with the smoother materials 
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and with stone setts; concrete subjected to much trafik some
times becomes markedly specular in its refiection characteris
tics, but the degree of change naturally varies. Apart from the 
relatively slow changes resulting from wear, periodical abrupt 
changes, often very marked, may occur when the road is surface 
dressed and also when it is re-surfaced with either the same or 
a different material. 

66. In view of these considerations it is clearly impracticable 
to make any recommendations regarding the design of a lighting 
installation on the basis of the nature and condition of the road 
surface at any particular time, or to attempt to devise recom
mendations regarding the most satisfactory manner of lighting 
various types of surface. We would observe, however, that 
in our view those responsible for the design of installations, and 
in particular of directive equipment, should be encouraged to 
develop types of distribution which are of the most general 
application, i.e., most suitable foI." the majority of surfaces and 
least affected by changes in their condition, since, although if 
such a type were adopted generally the best possible result 
would not be obtained in each and every case, a fair average 
standard of lighting could be maintained on the roads of the 
country as a whole. 

67. Whilst we adhere to the views expressed in the Interim 
Report, viz., that the selection of road surfacing materials must 
continue to be governed primarily by considerations of economy 
and the production of durable non-skid surfaces and that tar 
and bituminous materials will for a considerable time to come 
continue to playa predominant part in road surfacing and 
maintenance, we 'Would add that the road engine er can aid the 
lighting engine er by employing light-cDloured materials for 
surfacing, and by avoiding as far as may be practicable the use 
on the one hand of materials which produce a very dark matt 
surface and on the other of materials giving asurface which is 
highly polished or which may becDme SD under traffic. 

68. It is difficult to light satisfactorily a road surface which 
exhibits marked variations of colour and texture , and it is 
therefore desirable that asurface should be provided and main
tained which is as uniform as possible in theserespects. The 
provision of light-coloured kerbs is also helpful to the lighting 
engineer. 

(9) DUAL CARRIAGEWAYS. 

69. Before discussing the lighting of dual carriageways it 
may be desirable to quote from the Ministry of Transport 
" Memorandum on the Layout and Construction of Roads " 
(Memorandum No. 483, Roads), in which it is stated that " The 
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separation of dual carriageways should be effected by a, reserva
tion of the greatest width practicable. Endeavour should be 
made to secure a width of 26 f t. between dual carriageways of 
20 ft. and not less than 6 ft. between dual carriageways of 
30 ft. in order to provide a dimension of 66 ft. between the outer 
kerbs " 

70. There has been marked development in the provision of 
dual carriageways in this country and in consequence the light
ing engineer has been faced with a type of problem different 
from those with which he has hitherto been concerned. In view 
of the very limited experience which has been gained in the 
lighting of such roads we are reluctant to make definite recom
mendations, and in our view there is need for considerable 
investigation before the most effective and economical method 
of dealing with the problem can be developed. In particular, 
it appears that by appropriate modification of the distribution 
in the two directions along the axis of the road it should be 
possible to achieve satisfactory visibility for uni-directional 
trafiic on, each carriageway and at the same time to reduce glare 
and distraction from the sources. Investigation on these lines is 
in our view to be encouraged, though care is necessary since 
adequate visibility is required not only in the direction in which 
trafiic is moving but also in the opposite direction, more especi
ally by vehic1es emerging from side roads and by pedestrians. 

71. Pending further investigation of the subject, we put for
ward the following tentative recommendations regarding the 
lighting of dual carriageways. With the types of lighting unit 
at present in general use it appears that satisfactory results can 
be obtained if each carriageway is lighted independently as a 
separate traffic route, i.e., if the installation on each carriage
way conforms with our recommendations for traffic route light
ing. This provides in effect for lighting units mounted over the 
kerbs on either side of eacJ:1 carriageway at a height of about 
25 ft. and at an average spacing not exceeding 150 f t. , and 
providing 3000-8000 lumens per 100 f t. linear from the lanterns. 
In some ca ses it will be practicable, uni ess the central reserva
tion is of exceptional width, for the lighting units over the kerbs 
of the reservation to be mounted on brackets attached to common 
central posts. If the central reservation is narrow · it may be 
desirable to employ a single row of units mounted centrally 
along the reservation j forming in conjunction with the sources 
along the outer kerbs a staggered arrangement on each carriage
way. This practice should be adopted when the width of the 
reservation is not more than about 6 f t. and the carriageway 
width is not more than about 30 f t. , as it has the advantage of 
reducing the number of sources in the driver's field of view and 
hence the amount of glare and distraction to which he is sub
jected. 
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72. We are unable to make specific recommendations regard

ing the lighting requirements of cycle tracks and footpaths 
associated with dual carriageways, as the layout may vary con
siderably from one road to another. In the great majority 
of cases, however, the type of lighting to which we have referred 
above will amply satisfy these requirements. If any additionaI 
lighting is required, e.g., for service roads, it should be of the 
type we describe elsewhere in this Report for roads other than 
traffic routes. 

73. The sources visible to the driver on a dual carriageway 
lighted in accordance with the foregoing suggestions are 
obviously more numerous than in the case of a single carriage
way. It is important therefore that in designing the lighting 
of such roads special care should be taken to avoid confusion 
on the part of drivers regarding their position in relation to the 
kerbs, and the general direction of.the carriageway upon which 
they are travelling. (See also Paragraph 49.) 

V.-THE LIGHTING OF OTHER ROADS (GROUP B) . 

(r) GENERAL. 

74. In Paragraph 24 we defined this group as including all 
roads requiring street lighting but not falling within the category 
of traffic routes, and emphasised that thetype of lighting should 
be clearly differentiated from that adopted for trafik routes. 

75. Recognising that such roads constitute by far the greater 
mileage to be de alt with we have given consideration to the 
desirability of classifying them in a number of separate cate
gories, but in view of the almost imperceptible differences by 
which one category merges into another, and of the difficulty of 
formulating adequate definitions, we have thought it desirable 
to deal with the group as a whole. It should be noted that 
although the greater proportion of the roads in this group are 
of the residential type in the ordinary sense of the word, some 
may be of only a semi-residential nature and others may be 
entirely industrial, or perhaps not fronted by buildings at all. 

76. Before considering in detail the lighting of the roads in 
this group we would observe that it has been brought to our 
notice that in certain areas the policy has been adopted of ex
pending a large proportion of the available funds on the lighting 
of the more important streets and trafik routes to the detriment 
of that in the less important roads. Whilst we have to recognise 
that financial considerations may of ten render it impossible to 
provide entirely satisfadory lighting throughout t~e usua}ly con
siderable aggregate length of such roads and that m the mterests 
of safety the adequate lighting of the traffic routes is of primary 
importance, we are of opinion that expenditure on what may be 
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termed spectacular lighting, or on raising the standard of lighting 

. which is already adequate for the needs of traffic, should not 
be incurred until reasonably satisfactory lighting has been pro
vide d in roads within Group B. 

(2) LIGHTING REQUlREMENTS OF GROUP B ROADS. 

77. In our view the following are the essential requirements
not necessarily in order of importance, which may vary from 
one road to another-which should be fulfilled by the lighting of 
~oads in this group:-

(a) The footway should be adequately lighted arid, in 
particular , the keFbs should be elearly defined to pedestrians 
and motorists. 

(b) Glare from the lighting units should not be such as to 
interfere unduly with the vision of the drivers of motor 
vehieles or of pedestrians. 

(c) Where the casting of heavy shadows, e.g. by trees, 
is unavoidable, care should be taken that they do not fall 
along the kerbs or across the carriageway. 

(d) The lighting should be satisfactory from the police 
point of view, and consideration should therefore be given 
to the illumination of forecourts and the lower parts of the 
fronts of buildings. 

(e) Special attention should be given to the lighting of 
road junctions and intersections. 

(j) The lighting and lighting equipment should be de
signed with due regard to the amenities of the district. 

(3) GENERAL GUIDANCE FOR THE LIGHTING OF GROUP B ROADS. 

78. In view of the wide variations in the characteristics of the 
roads within this group, e.g. in the type of buildings, nature 
and volume of traffic, and ,so. on, it is not possible to prescribe 
within elose limits a form of lighting which would be the most 
effective for all cases. The recommendations which follow are 
intended to serve as a general guide, of which the details may 
require to be varied according to circumstances. In order, 
however, to ensure elear differentiation between the lighting of 
this group and of traffic routes the maximum height and the 
maximum lan tern output recommended should not be exceeded. 
If a road is thought · to require a higher standard of lighting 
than may be achieved within the limits given, the installation 
should be designed in accordance with our recommendations 
for traffic route lighting. 

(a) Mounting Height. . 
79. Having regard to economic considerations and to the 

generalleveI of lighting required in these roads it is elearly un
desirable to recommend a mounting height of the same order as 
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for trafik routes. Moreover , since the mounting height prob
ably provides the most ready means of distinguishing between 
installations of different standards, we consider it desirable that 
an upper limit should be placed on the mounting height for 
roads in this group; a lower limit is dictated by the need of 
achieving satisfactory distribution and avoiding undue glare. 

80. In view of these considerations we recommend a mount
ing height between the limits of I3 ft. and IS ft. The upper limit 
is generally to be preferred to the lower in order to reduce glare 
and to enable the available light to be utilised most effectively. 
As in the case of trafik routes (see Paragraph 33) we deprecate 
expenditure on the replacement of installations on Group B 
roads merely because they differ from our recommendations 
in respect of mounting height. 

(b) Spacing. 
81. In many residential districts the spacing may be governed 

to a large extent by the requirements of siting at junctions and 
intersections. We recommend that the average spacing should 
not exceed I20 ft., with a maximum of ISO ft. for any one span 
(this should be necessary only in exception al cases). Still eloser 
spacing, e.g. roo ft., is advantageous and should be adopted if 
it is economically practicable. At bends or where there are 
frequent intersections elose spacingmay be necessary. The re
quirements of junctions and intersections should, however, 
receive more attention than the mere achievement of uniform 
spacing. 

(c) Siting. 
82. The posts should be placed elose to the kerbs but in such 

positions as not to interfere with trafiic, pedestrian or vehicular, 
and should be staggered in relation to those on the opposite side 
of the road. Clearly no overhang is practicable in the case of 
lamps with the recommended mounting height. 

83. The actual siting of the posts should be governed mainly 
by the same general rules as in the case of traffic routes, i.e. 
posts should normally be placed at junctions and intersections 
in aocordance with the recommendations in Paragraphs 48-50. 
Due regard should be paid to police requirements in respect of 
entraIlices, etc. The positions of posts should be so selected as 
to reduce to a minimum ;the obstruction of light by trees and 
the casting of shadows along the kerbs and on the carriageway. 

84. On bends on roads within this group it would be desirable 
to apply the same considerations as in the case of traffic routes 
(see Paragraphs 45':47), but owing to the lower mounting height, 
viz., I3 H. to IS f t. , the angle subtended at the observer by the 
nearer sources (see Paragraph 46) would require to be not more 
than about 2°, which would lead in manycases to unreasonably 
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elose spadng. We therefore reeommend that the sourees at 
bends .on roads in Group B should be sited in aeeordanee with 
the geneml prineiples enuneiated for trafik routes, and that the 
angle referred to should be maintained as small as is eeonomie
ally praetieable. 

(d) Power of Lanterns. 
85. As in ,the oas e of traffie routes we consider it desirable to 

l'ecommend a reasonably wide range f .or the light output of the 
sources in .order to meet the varying requirements of different 
roads. We recommend that the output of the lanterns, referred 
to the average output throughout the life of the sources, should 
exceed 600 lumens per roo .f t. linear and should lie between this 
value and approximately 2,500 lumens per 100 f t. linear. The 
lower limit would be suitable for roads on housing estates and 
other quiet residential roads carrying but little vehicular traffic, 
and the lUpper limit for those roads which, whilst not coming 
within the category of traffie routes, carry considerable pedes
trian and loeal vehicular traffic. In interpreting this recom
mendation I1:he .observati.on at the end 'Of Paragraph 53 sh'Ould be 
borne in mind. 

(e) Distribution and Glare. 
86. The precise distribution of the Jight from the units used 

for lighting roads in Group B should be dealt with on the same 
pnnciples as in theease of traffic routes, but special attention 
should be paid to glare, with which_ we deal in the ensuing para
graphs. We recommend, moreover, that care should be taken 
to direct part of the a vailable flux towards the lower parts of 
the fronts .of buildings in order to meet police requirements. 
(See Paragraph 77 (d).) 

87. In Paragraphs 59-64 we diseuss the question of glare and 
define aratio which may be used to set a limit to the glare pro
duc ed by street lighting fittings. 

88. For non:axial fi,ttings used for lightJing Group B roads at 
a mounting height .of between 13 ft. and IS ft. and an average 
spacing not greater than 120 f t. , the ratio defined in Paragraph 62 
should in no case exceed 4 and should preferably not be greater 
than 3; if axial distribution .of the light is employed the limit 
of 3 should not be exceeded. 

VI.-MAINTENANCE. 

89. In the preeeding paragraphs we have described types of 
lighting for traffic routes and other roads in terms of the light 
output of the sources, mounting height, spacing, siting and so 
forth. Whilst these .factors form a basis for the design and 
erection of installations, they do not in themselves le ad te any 
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direct method of enabling the state of maintenance to be deter
mined. In our vie w , satisfactory maintenance is of no less 
impottance than ,correct design, and we have therefore sought ra 
simple type of measurement which could be employed in this 
connection. 

90. We are satisfied that illumination measurements, by virtue 
of their relative simplicity , provide a practicable means of assess
ing the state of maintenance. Since, however, installations 
erected according to our recommendations are not designed to 
any particular illumination figure on the road, it would seem 
necessary that the illumination at one or more convenient points 
should be measured when an installation is put into service and 
that the illumination at the corresponding points under service 
conditions should not be allowed ,to fall below a defined per
centage of the initial values. The precise location of the points 
selected for this purpose will depend upon the type of installa
tion, and we therefore make no recommendation on this question. 

glo Illumination may conveniently be measured on a horizontal 
plane, in which case the illumination measured is that from 
several sources. As an alternative, which has the advantage 
of eliminating certain errors associated with the test plate, the 
illumination from a single source, on a test surface normal 
to the incident light and screened from other sources, can be 
measured. Since it is desirable to check not only the output of 
the sources and the cleanliness of the directive equipment, but 
also the focussing of the units, it appears desirable that measure
ments should be made at at least two angles, namely, one in 
which the intensity is not greatly infiuenced by slight variations 
of focussing, and ,the other in which the intensity varies markedly 
with small changes of focussing. The principles underlying both 
these methods are incorpomted in the British Standard Speci
fication f.or Street Lighting. 

92. The precise method to be used and the oonditions of the 
test are questions which, [n our view, are best decided in the 
cours e of dra f ting a ,formal specification. We are therefore 
unwilling to prejudice such discussion by prescribing either 
method as the more desirable. We recommend, however, ,that 
effective dauses dealing with the adequate maintenance of street 
lighting installations should continue to form an integral part of 
the British Standard Specification and should be applied by those 
responsible for street lighting. 

VII.-GRADATION. 

93. In our Interim Report we recommended that there should 
be easy gr.a:dation from the standard of lighting adopted for 
trafik routes to that obtaining in side streets and at the junctions 
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between the lighted and unlighted portions of traffic routes. In. 
wew of the reoommendation made earlier in the present Report 
that there should be clear differentiation between the lighting 
of traffic routes and Gmup B rOCl!ds and that intermediate light
ing levels should be avoided, it appears that any advantage 
which might be gained by grading the lighting in the manner 
previously suggested would be morethan offset by the resulting 
confusion between the respective lighting leveIs. 

94. Where, however, part of a traffic route is lighted to a very 
hig~standard as compared with the adjacent portions, as is 
freque!ltly the case in shopping areas, the lighting should be 
graded lwuch a manne r that drivers proceeding out of the 
higher lighting level are not subjected to an abrupt change in 
the visibility. This may be effected by appropriate variation 
of the power of the sources or of the spacing of the posts, 
according to the design of the two installations concerned. 

VIII.-HOURS OF LIGHTING. 

95. There is considerable variation in the lighting up and 
extinguishing schedules adopted by lighting authorities through
out the country, the number of hours of lighting per annum in 
different districts varying from less than 2000 to over 4000. The 
lower number is largely due to the adoption on some or all of the 
roads in the areas concerned of part-night lighting, i.e., of 
extinguishing some or all of the street lamps at say midnight 
or I a.m. 

96. The consensus of opinion as expressed in evidence was 
that street lighting should continue throughout the hours of 
darkness, mainly on account of safety and police requirements, 
but also because of the growth of night traffic, the greater 
simplicity of operation and the reduction of confusion to drivers 
passing from one area to another. The saving which may be 
achieved by the adoption of part-night lighting is usually small 
in relation to the expenditure on street lighting throughout the 
area as a whole. We accept the opinion of witnesses and 
accordingly recommend that street lighting should be continued 
from dusk to dawn, i.e., for approximately 4000 hours per 
annum, except where financial considerations render this 
impracticable. We see no objection, however, to the reduction 
during the night of high standards of lighting in shopping and 
display areas to the level which we recommend for traffic routes. 
The best times of lighting up and extinguishing in any par
ticular area depend to some extent on the latitude and longitude 
and on such circumstances as the clarity of the atmosphereand 
the presence or otherwise of high buildings , and must be decided 
in the light of these factors. 
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IX.-ARTIFICIAL BACKGROUNDS. 

97. In our Interim Report we referred to the advantage which 
may often be gained by the provision of artificiallight-ooloured 
backgrounds at bends. We desire again to draw attention to 
the question and to recommend that consideration should be 
given to the provision of such backgrounds not only at bends 
but in other cases where the existing background is not such 
as enables satisfactory visibility to be produced. An example 
is often provided where a wide bridge, or a series of bridges, 
crosses the road; if the vertical walls are dark it may be difficult 
to provide adequate visibility , especially as the height at which 
the lamps may be placed is often restricted in such cases, 
whereas considerable improvement could be effected by render
ing the wall s light in colour. 

X.-SIZE OF COLUMNS. 

98. We have observed that the columns used for carrying 
street lamps are occasionally of considerably greater dimensions 
at the base than is necessary. Although some increase of size 
beyond the minimum which provides adequate strength and 
accommodation for essential auxiliary equipment is often justi
fiable for aesthetic reasons, there are objections to an unduly 
large base; e.g., the footway may be obstructed to an unneces
sary degree and pedestrians may be forced into the carriage
way. We therefore recommend that the bases of street lighting 
columns should be no larger than is absolutely necessary, and 
that consideration should be given to so siting the columns that 
they cause the minimum of obstruction on the footway, without 
endangering passing vehicles. 

XL-THE POLICE ASPECT. 

99. From the police point of view street lighting is of import
ance from two main aspects, namely, for the prevention of 
crime and for the safety and convenience of vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic. In this section we deal principally with the 
former aspect, since traffic questions are considered elsewhere. 

100. In a memorandum which the Chief Constables' Associa
tion forwarded for our consideration, it is statEjd with regard to 
the deterrent effect on crime which . efficientstreM lighting affords 

that~ in deciding the sites for lamps attentiol should be paid 
to ensure illumination of public passages a~d similar public 
places, which when left unlighted are used for the purposes 
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of prostitution and other vagrant offences. Adequate light
ing should als o be provided in the vicinity of the entrances 
and exits of all places of public resort, and their approaches. 
This observation applies with special emphasis to import
ant public buildings of historic and utilitarian value, such as 
ärt galleries, museums, post office s , banks and other 
premises where considerable sums of money or valuable 
records are store d , without personal supervision, at night. 
Effective exterior lighting in this way acts as a deterrent 
to criminals who specialise in ' breaking , offences." 

101. With regard to traffic routes, we are of opinion that 
lighting of the type we have recommended as adequate for the 
needs of vehicular traffic will in general be found satisfactory 
from the police point of view. Moreover ,lighting in accord
ance with the recommendations in Section V of the Report will 
satisfy police requirements in residential roads, provided that 
attention is given to the siting of the posts to ensure that as far 
as possible entrances to buildings and so forth are well lighted. 
In both types of road, however, there may occur points which 
should be lighted wjth the object of preventing crime but which 
cannot be served ~eqUatelY by an installation designed in 
accordance with our recommendations for the dass of road in 
question. At such p ints it is preferable that additional lamps 
should be provided r~ther than that the efficiency of the street 
lighting installation itself should be impaired. 

102. The lighting of public passages and similar places 
scarcely falls within our terms of reference, but since the 
question has been raised by the Chief Constables' Association 
and by witnesses we would draw attention to the need for the 
adequate lighting of such places and observe that it may in 
general be effected better by a relatively large number of low 
power units on short posts. (i.e., 13 ft. to 15 f t.) than by 
occasional high power units mounted at agreater height. The 
same observation applies to passages änd courts of a semi
private nature, which, although of importance to the police, 
do not fall within the scope of our investigations. In all such 
cases the principal object should be the avoidance of heavy 
shadows and unlighted corners. 

103. Our attention has been drawn to one aspect of traffic 
route lighting which is of particular importance to the police, 
namely, me ans of rendering police officers conspicuous when on 
point duty at road junctions. In most cases the normal lighting 
will render the constable conspicuous as a dark fi.gure on a bright 
background, but where constables on point duty are normally 
dad in light-coloured dothing consideration should be given to 
rendering them visible by means of a powerful beam of light 
provided by an overhead unit. N o general guidance can be 
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&iven on the question, as each case reguires individual examina
tIon, and we therefore recommend that before any special light
in~ is provided the ~ite s~ould be inspected and if possible a 
t~laJ ?;ade to asce.rtam WhlCh method !lctually provides the best 
VlSlblhty. AttentIon should also be gIVen to the desirability of 
providing artificiai light-coloured backgrounds in appropriate 
cases. 

XII.-GUARD POSTS ON REFUGES. 

104. The question of the illumination of guard posts on 
refuges had been under consideration by the London and Home 
Counties Trafiic Advisory Committee for some time before our 
appointment, and in 1933 the Departmental Committee on 
Trafiic Signs endorsed certain recommendations which the 
former Committee had drawn up regarding the dimensions of 
such posts and the manne r in which they should be lighted. It 
is, however, apparent that regard must be paid to the elose 
relation between this question and that of street lighting, and 
moreover that the matter needs to be considered with regard 
to conditions throughout the country and not merely in the 
Metropolitan Area. We have therefore been asked to inelude it 
with in our purview. 

IOS. It may be '2onvenient if we quote the recommendations 
referred to above. They are as follows:-

(i) the colour of the post should b'~hite outlined with 
black, and during the hours of darkne s the posts should be 
illuminated by white flood-lighting; . 

(ii) the horizontal angle of illuminatio , of the post should 
be at least 120 0 and the projected width (i.e., . the .width 
as seen by a person directly . facing the post) of the 
illuminated surface of the guard post facing approaching 
traffic should be not less than 5 inches; 

(iii) the post should be illuminated for a vertical distance 
of not less than 2 feet and the upper edge of the illuminated 
portion should be not less than 3 feet and the lower edge 
not more than 18 inches above the road level; 

(iv) the height of the post should be a minimum of 4 feet 
above the road level, but the height at which the light 
should be placed is immaterial so long as the requirements 
in (iii) above are observed; 

(v) it is not essentiai that the head of the post should be 
illuminated, but if a light is provided it should be white and 
should be diffused by suitable· glass. 
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106. We endorse these recommendations, except that (i) 

should be interpreted to include internally illuminated panels as 
well as white reflecting surfaces, but consider that they should 
be supplemented as follows:-

(a) Guard posts should be so designed and illuminated 
that they are readily identified as such and are clearly 
visible to motorists and other road users; care should be 
taken to ensure that pedestrians making use of the refuge 
are not obscured by the guard posts. 

(b) Self-Iuminous posts are in general to be preferred to 
those which depend for their visibility on extraneous 
lighting. 

(c) The posts should be rendered luminous by con
cealed sources placed (preferably) at the top. The luminous 
portion should extend to as near the bottom of the post as 
possible, and the brightness should not fall away appre
ciably towards the bottom. The posts should be luminous 
on all sides except those facing towards the middle of 
the island. 

(d) The average brightness of the luminous portions 
should be about 8 equivalent foot-candles, with a variation 
over the whole surface of not more than 4 to l. Our in
vestigations have shown that a brightness of this order is 
adequate for roads lighted to either the Group A or Group B 
leve!, and at the same time is not so high as to produce 
undue glare. 

(e) The kerb of the refuge should be of a material which 
is naturally light in - colour . or should be painted white 
periodically, whilst the light from the posts should illuminate 
the kerb and preferably throw the vertical sides into sharp 
relief. 

(f) One self-Iuminous.·post should be placed at each end 
of the refuge and there should be a central post fitted with 
a light source surrounded by a diffusing globe at a height 
of about 16 f t. This source is intended to serve as an 
indication of the presence of the refuge to drivers whose 
view of the guard posts may be obstructed by other vehicles; 
it is not intended to enhance materially the visibility of, e.g., 
pedestrians on the -refuge, which is a matter for the street 
lighting installation. 

XIII.-STREET NAME PLATES. 

1°7. Our attention was directed by the Commissioner of Police 
of the Metropolis . to the difficulty frequently experienced by 
drivers at · night in seeing and reading street name plates 
and to the danger of accidents arising from drivers making a 
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sudden turn into a side street because they were unable to see 
the name in time; a further point mentioned was the in
convenienee caused to police officers by repeated enquiries 
arising from the same cause. We recommend that care should 
be taken in so siting name plates in relation to the street lamps 
that the former may be read without difficulty by drivers at 
night, and that consideration should be given to the need of re
siting name plates when alterations are made to the street 
lighting installation. 

XIV.-USE OF STREET LAMPS AS WARNING DEVICES. 

ro8. It has been brought to our notice that lighting authöri
ties have occasionally installed, or contemplated installing, street 
lamps of a distinctive colour to indicate the presenee of road 
junctions and intersections and other points requiring special 
care on the part of drivers. In ' our view this practice is open 
to objection for the following reasons :-

(a) In urban areas lights of various colours are often of 
such frequent ooourrence that the significance of street lamps 
intended to 'serve as signals or warning signs is likely to be 
overlooked. 

(b) The intmduotion of lamps of which the colour and 
perhaps talso the distribution are different from those of the 
remainder of the installation might tend to confuse rather 
than aid the motorist and to reduce the uniformity of the 
visibility . 

(c) Street lighting is intended to fulfil certain definite 
functions, and i,t appears undesirable in principle that the 
lamps should be used for other purposes , to the possible 
detriment of their main function. 

(d) A warning system of this type is of little value unIess 
it is adopted gene rally and the significance of the warning 
lamps reoognised by 13.11 drivers ; otherwise ,the utility of 
the warning lights would be confined to local residents, in 
whose interests the provision of such warnings should be 
unnecessary. 

(e) The correct tre3Jtment of intersections, junctions and 
similar points in urban areas involves ensuring that the street 
Iighting is ,in itself adequate and, in particular, that the 
lamps are properly si,ted, together with the use where neces
sary of traffic signals or other appropriate warning devices. 

lOg. In view of ,the toregoing considerations we deprecate 
attempts to use street lamps as signalling or warning devices, 
whether by the use of distinotive colours or otherwise. 
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XV.-EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 
I19. Our investigation has involved .considerable experi

mental work necessitating much detailed measurement and 
observation. Practically ,the whole of this work has been under
taken by a small Technical Panel consisting of:-

Mr. A. E. ·N. Taylor, B.Sc., A.M.Inst.C.E. (Chairman) 
(Ministry of Transport), . , 

Mr. C. Dunbar, M.Sc . . (National Physical Laborato±y), . 
Mr. F. C. Smith, F.CS:, A.M.Inst.Gas E. (Watson House 

Research Laboratories, Gas Light and Coke Company), 
Mr: J. M. Wald:mJIn, B.Sc., F.lnst.P. (Research Labora-
: tories, General Electric COI?pahy, Ltd.). " 

, , 

III. The_' technical rep orts furnished to us by the Panel ha ve 
proved of the greakst value to us in f:[~aming certain of our con
clusions and recommendations. We desire to place on record 
our warm appreciation of the Panel's work, which on account 
of trafiic conditions had , almm;t always to be carried out 
between midnight and dawn, and frequently under the ' most 
adverse weather conditions. 

XVI.-QUESTIONNAIRE. 
II2. In order to obtain information on many aspects of 

existing street lighting practice we foundit necessary to enlist 
the active help .of lighting authorities throughout the country, 
and we accordingly ,issued to them a questionnaire dealing with 
such matters as mileages of road lighted, standards of lighting 
adopted, costs, hours of lighting, and technical control. 

II3. We desire to express our appreciation of the readiness 
with which lighting authorities responded to .our request for 
information on these and relC).ted questions. 

XVII.-SUGGESTIONS SUBMITTED TO US FOR IM
PROVED METHODS OF STREET LIGHTING. 

II4. We have' examined many suggestions which have been 
brought to our notice for improvements in street lighting, rang
ing from slight modifica,tions ofexisting practice through vanous 
less orthodox methods to ' schemes which are demonstrably 
absurd. 

" IIS. We are satisfied that none of these suggestions presents 
sufficient advantage over the types of lighting with which we 
have dealt in this Repoct-bearing in mind the associated dis
advantages in eaoh ' case-to , justify any general or special 
recommendations designed to ' promote their further develop
ment. Whilst it is desirable that efforts ' to effect improvements 

A6 
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in str~et lighting practice ,should be encouraged by all means, in 
our V'lew progress is most likely to. result for a considerable time 
to come if such effo.rts are concentrated upon the development of 
existing methods. 

XVIII.-FOG CONDITlONS. 

II6. Conditions during fog are so diverse and so different 
from normal oonditions that in our opinion they cannot be re
garded as a main factor ,in the design of normal street lighting 
installations. Special study appears .to be required of measures 
necessary for the guidance of trafiic during fog, and .we do not 
consider it desirable tnat the design of installations should be 
prejudiced by special adaptation for fog conditions. ) 

XIX.-BRITISH STANDARD SPECIFICATION. 

II7. The recornmendations which we have made in ,this 
Report are not intended to serve as a specification, and in our 
view they should be implemented, with the minimum of delay, 
by ,the issue of a formal specification by the Bliitish Standards 
Insti,tution. ' 
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II8. Much of the experimental work undertaken on our 
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carried out with the aid of a special installation erected. in 
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Report) , and our thanks are due to the Barnes Borough Council,. 
to the Bo:rough Engineer (M'ajor F. P. Kindell, D :S.O., M.C., 
A.M.lnst.C.E.), the Bowugh Electrical Engineer (Mr. C. S. 
Davidson, M.I.E.E., M.I.Mech.E.), and the m embers of their 
staffs , for the facilities afforded to us in ,this connection. 

IIg. We desire alsoro express our thanks to. the organisations 
mentioned in Pamgraph 15 and to their representatives for fur
nishing us with their observations on many aspects of the prob-
lems with which we we re dealing. ' 

120. Finally we desire to record our high appreciation of the 
services of our Secretary. Dr. Gillbe hasperformed the secre
tarial duties w~th unfailing oorrectness, tact and courtesy and 
brought to them a scientific knowledge which has been definitely 
helpful. . He also acted as Secretary to the Technical Panel (to 
whose wo.rk we have already paid tribute) and took an active 
part in alLthe investigatio.ns with which they were co.ncerned. 
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XXI.-c-SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS. 

The following s.tatement of our recommendations is intended 
to direct attention to the more important questions with which 
we have de alt and must not be regarded as complete in itself; 
the paragraphs which follow may be entirely misleading if not 
read in conjunction with the relevant paragraphs in the body of 
the Report. 

I. We re-affimn the following conclusions and recom
mendations which were set out at length in our Interim 
Report. 

(a) There should be reasonable uniform ity in the 
lighting of portions of traffic routes presenting similar 
characteristics, but minor variations are not necessarily 
disadvantageous. 

(b) The present system of administration is not con
dl1cive to the achievement of uniform and effective 
lighting on traffic routes. 

(c) Consitieration should be given to the reponsibility 
for the lighting of traffic routes being confined to large 
administrative units, and to the suggestion that the 
cost of lighting roads should be aided by grants from 
national funds administered by the responsible Govern
ment Department. 

(d) Adjoining authorities should confer together 
with the object of securing uniformity of lighting on 
routes of common interest. 

(e) Lighting authorities should be advised by an 
engine er competent to deal with street lighting. 

(I) Power to controi extraneous lighting should_ be 
given to lighting authorities, but only in so far as it 
may be seriously detrimental to the street lighting. 

(g) Street lighting installations should be complete 
in themselves, and no reliance should be placed on 
extraneaus lighting. 

(h) Authorities contempiating the erection or modi
fication of a street lighting installation in the vicinity of 

~ a . railway .line should notify the railway company · 
beforehand with a view to avoiding possible inter
ference with railway signals. 

2. Two ranges of lighting should be adopted, for traffic 
routes (Group A) and other roads (Group B), respectively, 
as defined in Paragraph 24, with a definite gap Qetween 
them. (Paragraphs 17-26, 78.) 
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3. The following recommendations are made for general 

adoption on trafik routes:- ' 

(a) The mounting height should be of the order of 
25 f t. (Para?raphs 3I-34, 58.) 

(b) The a verage spacihg should not exceed ISO f t. , 
or where economically practicable, I20 ft.; the maxi
mum spacing in any one span should be I80 Jt. (Para-
grapha 35, 57·) , 

(c) The overhang of the lanterns should vary 
_according to the width of the carriageway . . (Para
graphs 36-38.) 

(d) On straight sections of road sources should be 
placed on both sides of the road in staggered forma
tion; additional central , sources should be placed in 
every third span when the carriageway width exceeds 
40 f t. (Paragraphs 39'-44.) 

( e ) On bends the sources should be placed on the 
outside of the curve. ' Particular attention' should be 
given to siting at bends, _ junctions and intersections. 
(Paragraphs 45-50.) , 

(f) Central suspension should in general be avoided, 
except as noted in Paragraph 40. (Paragraphs 40, 42.) 

(g) The lantern output per roo f t. linear should be 
between 3,000 and 8,000 lumens, according to the con
ditions prevailing on the highway and the type of 
installation. (Paragraphs SI-54.) 

(h) Excessive glare may be largely avoided if the 
ratio used to express the concentration of the light (see 
Paragraph 62) does not exceed six, or preferably five. 
(Paragraphs 59-64.) 

(i) P ending the results of further experience, dual 
carriageways should be lighted as though each carriage
way were an independent traffic route; additionaI 
lighting required, e.g., for service roads, should be of , 
the type we recommend for Group B roads. (Para
graphs 69-73.) 

I 

4. For roads other than traffic routes we make the follow
ing recommendations for general guidance:-

(a) The mounting' height should be between I3 ft. 
and IS f t. (Paragraphs 79-80,) 

(b) The average spacing should not exceed I20 ft., 
with a maximum of ISO ft. for any one span. (Para-
graph 8r.) . ' 
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(c) Attention should be given to siting on the same 
principles as are recommended for trafiic routes, 
especially at bends, junctions and intersections. 
(Paragraphs 82-84.) 

(d) The lantern output should provide between 600 
and approximately 2,500 lumens per 100 ft. linear, 
according to the conditions prevailing on the road 
and the type of installation. (Paragraph 85.) 

(e) Part of the a vailable light should be directed to
wards the lower parts of the fronts of buildings. 
(Paragra,ph 86.) 

(I) The ratio used to express the concentration of 
the light (see Paragraph 62) should not exceed 4, or 
preferably 3. (Paragraphs 87-88.) 

5. Our recommendations should be implemented by the 
issue with the minimum of delay of a formal specification. 
(Paragraph II7.) 

6. Effective clauses dealing with adequate maintenance 
should form an integral part of the British Standard 
Specification, and' should be applied by those responsible for 
street lighting. (Paragraphs 89-92.) 

7. Gradation is necessary only where there is consider
able variation in the lighting level along a trafiic route. 
(Paragraphs 93-94.) 

8. Street lighting should be continued from dusk uritil 
dawn, i.e., for approximately 4,000 hours per annum, 
unI ess financial considerations render this impracticable. 
(Paragraphs 95-96.) 

9. Attention should be given to the provision of artificial 
light-coloured backgrounds in appropriate cases. (Para
graph 97.) 

10. Due regard sh ou Id be paid to police requirements in 
respect of the lighting of entrances, ek., and special 
lamps, addition al to the installation proper, should be 
provided where necessary. (Paragraphs 99-103.) 

II. Illuminated guard posts on refuges should be l~ghted 
in accordance with the detailed recommendations given. 
(Paragraphs 104-106.) 

12. Street name plates should be so sited in relation to 
street lamps that they may be read with out difficulty by 

, drivers at night. (Paragraph 107.) 

13. No attempt should be made to use street lamps of 
distinctive colour as warningsigns. (Paragraphs 108-9.) 
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14. lnadequate lighting of traffic routes should be raised 
to the level recommendedas financial conditions permit, and 
not to aleveI intermediate between those recommended for 
Groups A and B. (Paragraph 33.) 

IS. The trend of design of lighting installations must have 
regard to the nature of the materials available for road sur
facing and surface dressing, but the provision and main
tenance of surfaces which are light in colour and as 
uniform as possible in respect of colour and texture are 
definitely advantageous . (Paragraphs 65-68.) 

H. F. GILLBE (Secretary). 

F. C. COOK (Chairman) . 
J. F. COLQUHOUN . 

C. A. MASTER MAN . 

W. H. MORGAN. 

C. C. PATERSON . 

E. S. PERRIN. 

L. ROSEVEARE. 

J. R. TAYLOR . . 

J. W. T. WALSH. 
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ADVERTISEIIENT 

I 
OFFICIAL PUBLICA TIONS I 
ON MOTORING SUBJECTS 

H.M. Stationery Office has placed on sale a number of 
official publications dealing with various aspects of road 
traffic matters. Recent reports include the following :-

THE USE OF COLOURED LIGHT FOR MOTOR 
CAR HEADLIGHTS 

Many motorists use headlights giving coloured light, 
because they believe that coloured light is better than 
white light of the same power for driving at night or in 
fog. Are they right? An authoritative statement has 
long been needed, and Technical Paper No. 20 of the 
Illumination Research Committee supplies, in a simple 
mal1llEr, the answer which science gives to the question. 
Its substance has been taken from the results of experi
ments made by the chief scientific investigators into the 
subject, and is a summary of the most reliable information 
know n at the present time. Price 9d. Post free lOd. 

REGULATIONS ON CONSTRUCTION AND 
DESIGN, ETC. 

Statutory Rule and Order No. 229 of 1927 contains 
requirements for the construction, weight, equipment and 
use of vehicles in gener~l. Price 8d. Post free 9d. 

Memorandum on the Lighting of Road Vehicles. 
Price Id. Post free ltd. 

NOISE 
A Departmental Committee of the Ministry of Transport 
has been considering the question of noise in mechanically 
propelled vehicles of all kinds. Three Interim Reports 
have alreadyappeared and the Committee's final report is 
now ready. The Interim Reports contain a scientific 
survey of the general problem of vehicle noise, with 
recommendations to deal with it, and the Final Report 
deals similarly with the problem of annoyance which may 
be caused by unnecessarily strident warning instruments. 
Price of the Final Report IS. 3d. Post free IS. 4d. 

HIS MAJESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE 
LONDON: Adastral House, Kingsway. W.C.2. 

EDINBURGH 2: 120, George Street; MANCHESTER I: 26, York Street I 
CARDIFF: I, St. Andrew's Crescent j BELFAST : 80, Chichester Street; 

or through any bookseller 

Continued on page four of cover. 



ADVERTISEMENT 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS 
ON MOTORING SUBJEC-TS 

Continued from page thf'ee of COV8r. 

ROAD SURFACES 
The Road Research Board of the Department of Scientific 
and Industrial Research has in preparation a series of 
technical papers and bulletins. The following have 
already appeared:-
Studies in Road Friction. Road Surfaces to Skidding. 
T.P.I. Price IS. 6d. Post free IS. 8d. 
The Measurement of the non~skid Properties of Road 
Surfaces. B. 1. Price 9d. Post free lOd. 
The shape of Road Aggregate and its Measurements. 
8.2. Price 6d. Post free 7d. 
The Control of Moisture Content of Aggregates for 
Concrete, introducing a new Vibration Method. T.P-4--

Price 9d. Post free lod. 
The Annual Report of the Road Research Board for the 
Year ended March 3 1,1936. Surveys the present position 
and summarises progress already made in improving 
road construction. Price 2S. 6d. Post free 2S. 9d. 
Standing orders for these publications may be sent to 
any of the Sale Offices whose addresses appear below. ~ 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON ROADS 
T he Report of the Roads Department of the Ministry 
of Transport for the year 1935-36 gives details of 
the work of the Technical Committee for experimental 
work on highways. 
Report for 1936-37 in the Press. Price IS. Post free I S. 2d. 

ROADSAFETY AMONG SCHOOL CHILDREN 
As a part of the measures to decrease the number of 
accidents on the roads, two inter-departmental committees 
appointed by the Minister of Transport, the President of 
the Board of Education, and the Secretary of State for 
Scotland, have studied the question of road safety among 
school children. 
Report for England and Wales. Price 6d. Post free 8d. 
Report for Scotland. Price 6d. Post free 7d. 

HIS MAJESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE 
LONDON: Adastral House, Kingsway, W.C.2. 

EDINBURGH 2: 120, George Street j MANCHESTER l: 26, York Street j 

CARDIFF: l, St. Andrew's Crescent j BELFAST : 80, Chichester Street j 

or through any bookseller 
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